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Abstract

Purpose: To disentangle the ways in which social norms shape entrepreneurial

intentions of university students and to analyse the moderating effect of gender that

may arise. 

Design/methodology/approach: We have used the entrepreneurial intention model

based on Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) literature and moderated by students’

gender affecting this intention. We tested some hypotheses using data from

undergraduate business students in Spain and their entrepreneurial intentions.

Findings: Our results suggest that perceived behavioural control and attitudes affect

the entrepreneurial intentions of university students towards entrepreneurship while

subjective norms do not. Furthermore, our findings reveal that the moderating effect of

gender has a positive influence for women in the relationship between those subjective

norms and the perceived behavioural control. However, as to some research done so

far, the moderating role of gender does not seem to have a particular effect on

predicting entrepreneurial intentions when moderating TPB dimensions.
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Practical implications: Given the socio-economic benefits attributed to

entrepreneurship, the results allow the design of more effective education initiatives

and policies.

Originality/value: This research provides support for the application of the TPB,

allowing for a better understanding of gender differences in entrepreneurial intentions.

Keywords: Entrepreneurial intentions, Theory of Planned Behaviour, University students, 
Gender, Subjective norm, Perceived behavioural control

Jel Codes: L26, M13, I23, I28, O15

1. Introduction

According to Krueger and Brazeal (1994), the entrepreneurship process is subject to

entrepreneurial potential and potential entrepreneurs from either individuals or organizations

when directed towards innovation. In this sense, we consider the study of entrepreneurial

intentions and its understanding to be very important nowadays. Entrepreneurial intentions is

a topic widely discussed by many researchers over the last decades (e.g. Krueger & Carsrud,

1993; Liñán & Chen, 2009). Specifically, a branch of literature on entrepreneurial intentions is

focusing attention on entrepreneurial universities’ and university students’ study of

entrepreneurship (Kirby, Guerrero & Urbano, 2011; Liñán, Urbano & Guerrero, 2011; Veciana,

Aponte & Urbano, 2005). This is why women university students may be considered potential

entrepreneurs with opportunity perception and start-up motivations and why the study of

entrepreneurial intentions within this group merits our attention.

In this article, we aim to disentangle the ways in which social norms shape entrepreneurial

intentions of university students and to analyse the moderating effect of gender that may

arise. In this sense, the gender factor has also been studied from the social-cognitive

perspective when measuring the antecedent factors of determining entrepreneurial intentions

(Zhao, Hills & Siebert, 2005). Hence, the reason we study entrepreneurial intentions is

because prior research has argued that it may be a main driver in understanding the new-firm

creation process (Bird, 1988; Liñán & Chen, 2009; Liñán et al., 2011).

As an answer to the claim from Mitchell, Busenitz, Bird, Gaglio, Mcmullen and Morse (2007)

suggesting that the future of entrepreneurship research should deal with the social cognitive

categories (Liñán et al., 2011), we consider the analysis of business university students’

entrepreneurial intentions very important. We approach this issue considering the Theory of

Planned Behaviour, which will allow us to understand those personal and behavioural
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characteristics such as attitudes, perceptions and subjective norms. Besides, we consider of

great importance adding the moderator effect of gender (Delmar & Davidsson, 2000; Veciana

et al., 2005) because the literature still lacks a deeper fine-grained analysis of students’ gender

effect on entrepreneurial intentions looking at the moderator influence.

Several models aim to explain entrepreneurial intentions (such as Shapero’s model of

entrepreneurial intentions). Some articles have been comparing and discussing both of them

(Krueger & Brazeal, 1994; Veciana et al., 2005). However, even though these models represent

a step forward in entrepreneurial behaviour research, they have not been as influential as the

Theory of Planned Behaviour (hereinafter, TPB) (Krueger, Reilly & Carsrud, 2000; Moriano,

Gorgievski, Laguna, Stephan & Zarafshani, 2012; Van Gelderen, Brand, Van Praag, Bodewes,

Poutsma & Van Gils, 2008). According to this perspective, all new venture creation starts using

at some point with a certain level of planned behaviour (Krueger et al., 2000; Shook, Priem &

Mcgee, 2003; Thompson, 2009).

Similarly, although intention models represent an important opportunity to increase the ability

to understand and predict entrepreneurial activity, individual factors including demographic

characteristics or personality traits are believed to play an important role (Uribe, De Pablo &

Bonilla, 2013). Accordingly, some authors have studied the influence of demographic

characteristics such as age (Levesque & Minniti, 2006), education (Autio & Acs, 2010;

Blanchflower & Oswald, 1998; De Clercq, Honig & Martin, 2011) and gender (Brush, 1992;

Minniti & Nardone, 2007). On the one hand, Brush's work (1992) reviewed 57 empirical

research articles on female business owners. The evidence found was that female business

owners did a similar job to males’ when considering dimensions like demographic factors,

problems, and business characteristics, while they different from each other in individual-level

characteristics related to education, work experience, skills, approach to venture

creation/acquisition, business goals, problems and performance. On the other hand, Minniti

and Nardone (2007) using GEM (Global Entrepreneurship Monitor) data collected in 2002 from

37 countries studied the variables that caused differences in entrepreneurial behaviour across

genders and considering the country level effect. The main contribution of their investigation

was that perceptual variables played a key role in explaining differences across genders.

Nevertheless, still lacking in the literature of TPB is an interplay analysis with individual-level

characteristics predicting entrepreneurial intentions. Thus, to disentangle the main drivers of

this effect, we aim to analyse the moderator role of gender on TPB and determining those

intentions. We think contributing to fill this gap with this paper may bring some new insights of

great importance to understand the way TPB is influenced by individual intentions.
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To test our hypotheses we have used the entrepreneurial intentions questionnaire developed

by Liñán et al. (2011) corresponding to a modified version by Liñán and Chen (2009) and

Guerrero and Urbano (2014). Regarding the methodology, an online questionnaire was sent to

late-undergraduate business students in Spain. As Liñán et al. (2011) indicate, recent research

has found that young university graduates (25–34 years) show the highest propensity towards

starting up a firm (Bosma, Jones, Autio & Levie, 2008). With a sample of 180 students, we

tested our hypotheses using PLS.

The rest of the article is organised as follows. First, we review existing research on the TPB and

entrepreneurial intentions moderated by gender and affecting entrepreneurial intentions.

Second, we describe the data, variables and methods. Third, we present the results of our

empirical analysis reporting the statistical findings and empirical support for hypotheses.

Finally, we conclude and discuss the theoretical and practical implications on educators-policy

and for decision-makers to foster the cognitive factors affecting students’ entrepreneurial

intentions.

2. Theoretical framework and research hypotheses

2.1. Entrepreneurial intentions and the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) approach

Entrepreneurial intentions of individuals are understood today as mainstream in the new

business formation literature (Thompson, 2009). Besides, there is evidence that their study

represents an important framework for entrepreneurship literature (Carr & Sequeira, 2007;

Hmieleski & Corbett, 2006; Thompson, 2009; Wilson, Kickul & Marlino, 2007). In this sense,

an individual's entrepreneurial intention reflects his/her level of interest in starting a business

(De Clercq et al., 2011; Fitzsimmons & Douglas, 2011; Krueger et al., 2000; Lent, Brown &

Hackett, 1994) and therefore a subsequent positive influence in employment creation.

Additionally, broadly speaking, entrepreneurial intentions seem to be related and linked to the

growth literature dash, in particular, to entrepreneurial growth aspirations, which mean how

entrepreneurs anticipate the number of jobs they think they will have in the future (Autio &

Acs, 2010; Autio, 2011; Estrin, Korosteleva & Mickiewicz, 2013; Gartner & Liao, 2012; Hessels,

Van Gelderen & Thurik, 2008a, 2008b; Tominc & Rebernik, 2007). Consequently,

entrepreneurial intentions are related to behaviour, attitudes, subjective norms and perceived

behavioural controls (Ajzen, 1991). 

Along these lines, TPB has been widely adopted as one of the most powerful tools to test

consumers’ behavioural intentions (Ajzen, 2001). Ajzen (2011) provides a generic definition of

intention as a person’s readiness to perform a given behaviour (Kautonen, Gelderen &
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Tornikoski, 2013). Ajzen’s (1991) TPB model, described how behaviour is formed. According to

TPB, one’s attitude towards a behaviour, coupled with prevailing subjective norms and with

perceptions of behavioural control factors, all serve to influence an individual’s intention to

perform a given behaviour (Ajzen, 1991). Armitage and Conner (2001) found from a database

of 185 independent studies that the TPB accounted for 27% and 39% of the variance in

behaviour and intention respectively. The TPB framework is based on the individual’s intention,

which is the result of three determinants: a favourable or unfavourable evaluation of behaviour

(attitude), perceived social pressure to perform the behaviour or not (subjective norm), and

the perceived ease or difficulty of performing the behaviour (perceived behavioural control,

PBC) (Ajzen, 1991). 

Much research in the area of entrepreneurship has found empirical support for this theory

(Kautonen et al., 2013; Kolvereid, 1996; Krueger et al., 2000; Liñán, 2004; Liñán et al., 2011;

Tkachev & Kolvereid, 1999; Veciana et al., 2005). Based on the planned behaviour approach, it

could be argued that individuals take their decision to create a new firm based only on those

three motivational factors – attitudes towards behaviour, PBC and subjective norms – that

predict behavioural intentions directly (Ajzen, 1991; Liñán, 2004, Liñán et al., 2011). All other

factors are theorised to influence intentions through these three components (Moriano et al.,

2012). In the entrepreneurial context, the TPB contributes to our understanding of the

emergence of entrepreneurial behaviour prior to the onset of any observable action, which has

notable implications for policy, for example, if the objective is to promote enterprising activity

by fostering a culture conducive to entrepreneurship (Kautonen, Palmroos & Vainio, 2009;

Kautonen et al., 2013; Liñán & Chen, 2009). In that sense, prior applications of the TPB in the

entrepreneurship literature suggest that attitude, subjective norms, and PBC typically explain

30%–45% of the variance in intentions (Kautonen et al., 2013). However, the strength of their

influence on intentions varies between studies (Moriano et al., 2012).

In the literature of TPB the dimension of attitude, which is a relatively permanent and stable

evaluative summary about an item, is an important psychological construct as it has been

found to influence and predict many behaviours (Kraus, 1995). According to the TPB, attitude

towards the act refers to the degree to which a person has a favourable or unfavourable

evaluation or appraisal of the behaviour in question. In general, the more favourable the

attitude towards the behaviour is, the stronger the individual´s intention to perform it should

be (Ajzen, 1991).

Additionally, perceived behavioural control is defined in the TPB as “people’s perception of the

ease or difficulty of performing the behaviour of interest” (Ajzen, 1991). Moreover, perceived

behavioural control is assumed to reflect past experiences as well as anticipated impediments
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and consequences (Ajzen, 1991). According to TPB, it is the perception of behavioural control

as opposed to the degree of actual behavioural control that directly impacts both intentions to

perform a behaviour as well as the actual performance of that behaviour. Individuals usually

choose to perform behaviours that they think they will be able to control and master.

Finally, in the literature of TPB the dimension of subjective norms has to be with “the perceived

social pressure to perform or not to perform the behaviour” by the individual (Ajzen, 1991;

Krueger et al., 2000), in other words, the perceived extra personal influences on the decision-

maker (Krueger & Brazeal, 1994). If an individual perceives that his/her significant others

endorse (or disapprove) the behaviour, he/she is more (or less) likely to intend to perform it.

In this sense, subjective norms measure the perceived social pressure from family, friends or

significant others (Ajzen, 1991). These normative beliefs have to do with the willingness of the

motivation towards them (Krueger et al., 2000). Besides, it basically captures two dimensions:

normative beliefs and the motivation to comply with these beliefs (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980).

According to Moriano et al. (2012), in the first case, normative beliefs concern the perceived

probability that important referent individuals or groups will approve or reject a given

behaviour; they set the norm that specifies how the subject should behave. The second

component, motivation to comply, reflects a person’s willingness to conform to these norms,

that is, to behave in keeping with the expectation of important referents. Depending on the

social environment, these pressures can become a trigger or a barrier to the development of

an entrepreneurial career. Armitage and Conner (2001) found that the subjective norm

construct is generally found to be a weak predictor of intention. In the same way, Liñán and

Chen (2009) point out that the traditionally weak role of the subjective norm in the TPB is an

important concern within the area of entrepreneurship. However, the results are confusing as,

while some studies find a direct relation between subjective norms and entrepreneurial

intentions (Díaz-García & Jiménez-Moreno, 2010), or even that subjective norms have the

strongest effect (Kautonen et al., 2013), others do not (Autio, Keeley, Klofsten, Parker & Hay,

2001; Krueger et al., 2000; Liñán & Santos, 2007; Liñán et al., 2011). The latter authors

expound that the existence of interactions and indirect effects of the subjective norm on

intentions could explain these results. While Kautonen et al. (2013) think that this difference in

results comes from the fact that the frequent use of student samples as norms set by others

may be less relevant for students than for the wider adult population, in Armitage and

Conner’s (2001) opinion, the explanation could be partly attributable to a combination of poor

measurement and the need for expansion of the normative component. In this sense, the

possibility of the subjective norm’s indirect effects on entrepreneurial intentions should be

further investigated as well, as there may be reasons to consider that the subjective norm has

an effect on both attitudes and perceived behavioural control (Liñán & Chen, 2009). 
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Therefore, we posit the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: A favourable attitude towards entrepreneurship is positively related to

entrepreneurial intentions.

Hypothesis 2: A higher perceived behavioural control is positively related to

entrepreneurial intentions.

Hypothesis 3: Supportive subjective norms are positively related to entrepreneurial

intentions.

Hypothesis 4: The subjective norm has a positive impact on the attitude towards the

behaviour.

Hypothesis 5: The subjective norm has a positive impact on the perceived

behavioural control.

2.2. Students’ entrepreneurial intentions: The moderating role of gender 

With the growing interest in entrepreneurship in general, there has been a growing interest in

research that has focused on women’s entrepreneurship (e.g. Bruni, Gheradi & Poggio, 2004;

Lerner & Malach-Pines, 2010; Mazzarol, Volery, Doss & Thein, 1999; Pines, Lerner & Schwartz,

2010). In fact, there exist several studies that assess that individuals’ gender plays a

fundamental role in assessing entrepreneurial and self-employment career choice intentions

(Verheul, Thurik, Grilo & Van Der Zwan, 2012). Moreover, it is believed that long term solutions

to reduce gender differential in entrepreneurship have to begin in the educational system and,

therefore, it is important to find out the aspects related to gender that have to be treated

carefully in the educational and formative programs (Díaz-García & Jiménez-Moreno, 2010).

There are reasons that make studying the role of gender in the entrepreneurship area

interesting. From a demographic perspective it is well known that there exist differences and

analyses across gender and entrepreneurial behaviour as well as attitudes towards new

venture creation (Delmar & Davidsson, 2000; Kolvereid, 1996; Kourilsky & Walstad, 1998;

Matthews & Moser, 1995; Scherer, Adams, Carley & Wiebe, 1989; Veciana et al., 2005). In line

with our empirical methodological approach, other investigations have used the same

quantitative perspective and the effect of gender to study the particular case of female

university students’ intentions towards entrepreneurship. In this way, gender has been paid

attention to in others’ TPB work approach (e.g. Díaz-García & Jiménez-Moreno, 2010; Maes,

Leroy & Sels, 2014; Verheul et al., 2012). 
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Some studies that have already analysed this impact show that males have a larger preference

for entrepreneurship behaviour than females (Delmar & Davidsson, 2000; Matthews & Moser,

1995; Rodríguez & Santos, 2008; Scherer et al., 1989; Ventura & Quero, 2013). Kolvereid

(1996), in his application of the TPB to predict employment status choice, concluded that

gender influences self-employment intentions indirectly through their effect on attitude,

subjective norm, and perceived behavioural control.

The attitude towards entrepreneurial behaviour is the student´s affective evaluation of the cost

and benefits of starting a business, and women tend to be driven by different job values and

work motivations than men (Verheul et al., 2012). Kirk and Belovics’s work (2006) summarises

that women choose entrepreneurship to balance work and family, whereas men seek wealth

creation. In another way, in their review of the literature, Brenner, Pringle and Greenhaus

(1991) argue that women value work that helps them to develop their knowledge and skills,

that is intellectually stimulating, and that has agreeable working conditions, while men prefer

high incomes, taking risks and supervising others (Verheul et al., 2012).

On the other hand, and with regard to subjective norms, as Shane (1992) indicates, norms can

frequently reflect the influence of social values and attitudes, and have been identified as an

important barrier to creativity and innovation (Sánchez-Escobedo, Díaz-Casero, Hernández-

Mogollón & Postigo-Jiménez, 2011). For example, self-employed parents are found to be a key

predictor of self-employment (Shapero & Sokol, 1982). In terms of gender, some authors have

emphasised business culture’s predominantly masculine nature (Gill & Ganesh, 2007; Gupta,

Goktan & Gunay, 2014; Ventura & Quero, 2013). Besides, there still persists traditional roles

within families, where men are expected to take over the family business (Verheul et al.,

2012). In this sense, societal values implicitly interpret women’s entrepreneurship as less

desirable and, as a result, society provides less normative support and women themselves

perceive the option of creating a firm as less desirable (Díaz-García & Jiménez-Moreno, 2010).

Besides, women tend to be more agreeable towards others and therefore more willing to

comply (Maes et al., 2014).

Finally, some research point out the gap between businesswomen’s actual abilities and the

perception they have of their own skills (Ventura & Quero, 2013). In this sense, scholars have

identified the fact that women choose not to become entrepreneurs because of a perceived

lack of control or of self-efficacy (Barnir, Watson & Hutchins, 2011; Langowitz & Minniti, 2007;

Maes et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2007). This is true, in particular for activities that are

perceived as masculine (Beyer, 1998; Verheul et al., 2012). Moreover, women tend to attribute

their achievement of work goals less to their ability and more to hard work (Díaz-García &

Jiménez-Moreno, 2010; Rosenthal, 1995). In the same way, they are less likely to take credit
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for their success and they more often attribute their success to external sources or luck than to

their own effort or ability (Verheul et al., 2012).

With this study, we aspire to analyse the moderating effect of gender on TPB dimensions and

the effect on entrepreneurial intentions. Considering the aforementioned explanation, we posit

the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 6: Gender moderates the relationship between attitudes towards

behaviour and entrepreneurial intentions.

Hypothesis 7: Gender moderates the relationship between perceived behavioural

control and entrepreneurial intentions.

Hypothesis 8: Gender moderates the relationship between subjective norms and

entrepreneurial intentions.

Hypothesis 9: Gender moderates the relationship between subjective norms and

attitudes towards behaviour.

Hypothesis 10: Gender moderates the relationship between subjective norms and

perceived behavioural control.

3. Methodology

3.1. Empirical analysis

An online questionnaire was used for the survey. To test our hypotheses we have used the

entrepreneurial intentions questionnaire developed by Liñán et al. (2011) corresponding to a

modified version by Liñán and Chen (2009) and Guerrero and Urbano (2014). In order to pre-

test the survey and ensure that its questions were clear and understandable, we undertook

informal interviews with three academics and three students (not included in the final sample)

before the actual administration of the final version, who we asked to point out ambiguous,

vague or unfamiliar terms. We incorporated their feedback to refine the measurement scales

and improve the readability and relevance of the survey instrument. A total of twenty-two

questions were part of the final questionnaire which included the measurement of the relevant

variables for this research: subjective norms, perceived behavioural control, attitude towards

behaviour, entrepreneurial intentions, respondent’s gender and university of origin.

This study’s target audience consists of university students in the final years of business

studies. Our decision for choosing university students to study this issue was taken due to the

fact that at such an early stage, their declared entrepreneurial intentions are not influenced by
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their previous experience in the market, but are mostly influenced by their perceptions and

attitudes in identifying opportunities. In keeping with this reason, demographic characteristics

such as gender seem to be a good indicator for moderating the TPB and the subsequent effect

on entrepreneurial intentions. Furthermore, entrepreneurial universities may be seen as an

intensive source of knowledge support and entrepreneurial opportunities. Entrepreneurial

universities try to provide several university policies and adequate environments where the

university community can explore, evaluate and exploit knowledge that could be transformed

into new ventures. So, it is for this reason that it makes sense for intentions to be studied in

this specific knowledge context (business students at university) (Guerrero & Urbano, 2014).

The sampling method used was non-probability convenience due to the ease of access to the

sample units it presents. This way of obtaining the sample is similar to that used in other

studies (Liñán et al., 2011). The sample includes students from one university in Málaga and

one in Barcelona. In total, 514 questionnaires were mailed to the respondents and, after

deleting the cases with incomplete answers, the sample consisted of 180 emailed individuals

(81 males and 99 females), which means a response rate of 35%. Field work was completed

on December 2013 and January 2014 and the information obtained was analysed using the

statistical software package SPSS version 20.0. and XLSTAT_PLSPM to estimate the proposed

model.

Geographic scope University Students (Spain)
Sampling type Convenience sample (non-probabilistic sampling)

Sample size 180 business university students 
Data collection method Online questionnaire via email 

Fieldwork date December (2013) and January (2014) 

Table 1. Sample characteristics and technical details of the study

3.1.1. Variable measurement

The variables considered relevant from the point of view of the objectives of this study were

measured using a seven point Likert scale with extremes “Totally disagree” and “Totally agree”,

with the exception of the interviewee’s gender, which was measured using a binary scale (male

and female).

In order to avoid acquiescence bias, we used a method similar to the one used in other studies

which uses items expressed in a positive sense as well as others on the opposite direction

(Liñán et al., 2011). Besides, items measuring each variable were intermingled and randomly
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ordered to minimise response-set bias and halo effect, two common drawbacks of

entrepreneurship research instruments (Zahra & Wiklund, 2002).

Entrepreneurial intentions measurement included six items, two of which were expressed in an

opposite sense (Q4, Q6, Q9-rev, Q13, Q17 and Q19-rev). Attitude towards behaviour

measurement used five items, two of which presented opposite wording (Q2-rev, Q10, Q12-

rev, Q15 and Q18). The perceived behavioural control was measured using six items, two of

which also presented opposite wording (Q1, Q5-rev, Q7, Q14, Q16-rev and Q20). Finally,

subjective norms measurement was carried out using three items (Q3, Q8 and Q11). The

entrepreneurial intentions questionnaire (Liñán & Chen, 2009; Liñán et al., 2011) used is

included in Appendix A.

3.2. Results

In order to test the proposed hypotheses, the model was evaluated by means of Partial Least

Squares (PLS) path modelling, a tool designed to estimate structural equation models and

which seeks to minimize the residual variance of the endogenous variables (manifest and

latent) (Fornell & Bookstein, 1982). 

PLS path modelling was chosen here for several reasons. First, we are attempting to estimate

a complex model that requires the estimation of a large number of parameters with a small

sample. Models based on covariance structures (e.g., LISREL) require large sample sizes in

order to achieve precise estimations (Kline, 2011). Furthermore, sample size also depends on

the complexity of the model, and complex models require larger samples. In this context, an

oft-used rule is what is known as the “N:q rule” (Jackson, 2003), according to which between

10 and 20 cases are needed for each estimated parameter. The model proposed here must

estimate 45 parameters, which would imply the availability of 450 cases. However, PLS path

modelling can be used to estimate complex models even if the sample size is small (Barclay,

Thompson & Higgins, 1995; Tenenhaus, Esposito Vinzi, Chatelin & Lauro, 2005). The second

reason for choosing the PLS approach is that models based on covariance structures assume

that the sample follows a multivariate normal distribution (Kline, 2011). On the contrary, this

assumption does not have to be fulfilled in PLS path modelling (Chin, Marcolin & Newsted,

2003). With regards to our data, Mardia's multivariate kurtosis coefficient indicated that the

sample did not follow a multivariate normal distribution (K = 91.98; p = 0.00). All this gets

more complicated if we consider the moderating role of the interviewee’s gender, which would

double the number of parameters to estimate. In light of the above, and following other

authors’ recommendations (Henseler, Ringle & Sinkovics, 2009), we decided to use PLS path

modelling to estimate the proposed model.
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In the estimation of the model, the outer weights were calculated as the covariances between

the inner proxy of each latent variable and its indicators (in Mode A, reflective). The inner

weights were estimated by means of the path weighting scheme (Lohmöller, 1989). Finally, the

standard errors were obtained through bootstrapping using 500 resamples.

A first estimation of the multi-group model suggested, which included every item mentioned in

section 3.3, showed that two of them, related to the perceived behavioural control (Q5 and

Q16), obtained very low factorial loadings which endanger the internal consistency of scale.

That is the reason those items were removed and the new model was estimated again.

Although there is no overall fit index in PLS path modelling, a global criterion of goodness of fit

has been proposed by some authors (Esposito Vinzi, Chin, Henseler & Wang, 2010; Esposito

Vinzi, Trinchera & Amato, 2010). This index, named GoF, has been developed in order to take

into account the model's performance in both the measurement and the structural model and

thus provide a single measure of its overall prediction performance. The GoF index is bounded

between 0 and 1, and it is descriptive because there is no inference-based threshold to judge

the statistical significance of its values. As a rule of thumb, a value of the relative GoF equal to

or higher than 0.90 indicates clear support for the model. For the proposed model, the relative

GoF reaches a value of 0.78 for men’s group and 0.87 for women’s group, a reasonable global

adjustment. In both groups the outer model obtains a larger global adjustment rate than the

inner model does.

With regard to the measurement model, the internal consistency indicators (see Table 2) show

that in every case, the values obtained were close to those recommended by the literature or

above them (Hair, Black, Babin & Anderson, 2009), with the exception of the Cronbach’s Alpha

in the case of subjective norms within men’s group. However, it must be taken into account

that this internal consistency measurement depends on the number of items in this way

favouring scales with a larger number of items. On the other hand, Table 3 shows factor

loadings between each manifest variable and its respective latent variable. On it, it can be

noticed that all factorial loadings are higher and significantly different from zero, as could be

expected. Taking all of this into account, it can be asserted that the scales used in both the

men’s group as well as in the women’s group hold convergent validity. 
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Males Females

Cronbach
Alpha

D.G.
Rho

AVE Cronbach
Alpha

D.G.
Rho

AVE

Subjective norms (SN) 0.623 0.796 0.569 0.841 0.904 0.759

Perceived behavioural control 
(PBC)

0.743 0.835 0.559 0.768 0.849 0.587

Attitude towards the behaviour 
(ATT)

0.845 0.890 0.620 0.895 0.922 0.704

Entrepreneurial intentions 
(EIN)

0.913 0.933 0.698 0.925 0.942 0.731

Table 2. Internal consistency for used scales

 
Males Females

SN PBC ATT EIN SN PBC ATT EIN

Q3 0.716    0.898    

Q8 0.654    0.841    

Q11 0.876    0.875    

Q1  0.753    0.763   

Q7  0.756    0.806   

Q14  0.807    0.830   

Q20  0.669    0.653   

Q2   0.773    0.784  

Q10   0.812    0.836  

Q12   0.829    0.873  

Q15   0.873    0.859  

Q18   0.626    0.841  

Q4    0.787    0.818

Q6    0.806    0.804

Q9    0.794    0.766

Q13    0.855    0.901

Q17    0.880    0.917

Q19    0.887    0.912

Table 3. Loadings between manifest and latent variables

With respect to discriminant validity, Tables 4 and 5 show the correlations between the latent

constructs, as well as the AVE for each one of them. According to Fornell and Larcker (1981),

discriminant validity is present if the squared correlation between each pair of latent constructs

is lower than the AVE. The results show that this condition is fulfilled in both groups,

confirming in this way the existence of discriminant validity between the latent variables used

in this study.
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 SN PBC ATT EIN AVE

SN 1 0.034 0.170 0.062 0.569

PBC 0.034 1 0.196 0.367 0.559

ATT 0.170 0.196 1 0.633 0.620

EIN 0.062 0.367 0.633 1 0.698

AVE 0.569 0.559 0.620 0.698 0

Table 4. Discriminant validity (males)

 SN PBC ATT EIN AVE

SN 1 0.199 0.154 0.138 0.759

PBC 0.199 1 0.407 0.531 0.587

ATT 0.154 0.407 1 0.709 0.704

EIN 0.138 0.531 0.709 1 0.731

AVE 0.759 0.587 0.704 0.731 0

Table 5. Discriminant validity (females)

Inner model’s coefficients are shown in Figure 1 for both men and women. A first conclusion is

that the model gets to explain more than 72% of the entrepreneurial intentions variance in the

men’s group, while this percentage is even higher in the women’s group (77%). Both the

attitude towards behaviour and the perceived behavioural control are significant antecedents of

entrepreneurial intentions, while subjective norms do not have a significant influence. This

conclusion is as valid for the men’s group as for the women’s. Therefore, H1 and H2 are

empirically supported, but H3 and H8 should be rejected. Furthermore, a comparison between

both groups’ coefficients for the mentioned relations clearly shows that interviewees' gender

does not work as a moderating variable, as significant differences between them cannot be

found (p = 0.895 [PBC → EIN]; p = 0.653 [ATT → EIN]). Therefore, we reject H6 and H7.

Secondly, the subjective norms’ influence on attitude towards behaviour is significantly

different from zero, in both the men’s and the women’s group (H4 is empirically supported).

This time, subjective norms get to explain 17% of attitude towards behaviour variability in the

men’s group and 15.4% in the women’s group. A comparison of coefficients between both

groups shows that there are not any differences between them either, which suggests that

interviewees' gender does not play a moderating role in this relation neither (p = 0.904 [SN →

ATT]). Therefore, H9 should be rejected.

Finally, the relation between subjective norms and perceived control is not significant within

the men’s group while in the women’s group it is significantly different from zero (βSN → PBC
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[men] = 0.185; p > 0.05; βSN → PBC [women] = 0.446; p = 0.00). This result makes clear

that interviewees' gender plays a moderating role in this relation. In a more specific way,

support on the part of the most important reference groups positively influences the perception

of behavioural control in the women’s case, whereas in the men’s case this relation is not

significant. As a consequence, perceived behavioural control in the women’s group explained

variance is 19.9%, while in the men’s group it is only 3.4% (p > 0.05). Therefore, H10 is

empirically supported but H5 should be rejected.

Figure 1. Inner model coefficients (males and females [bold])

4. Concluding remarks

4.1. Discussion

There is general agreement in previous research (drawing on the TPB) that attitudes towards

entrepreneurship are determining factors on entrepreneurial intentions and that gender also

seems to play a key role (Díaz-García & Jiménez-Moreno, 2010).

This study adopts the TPB model proposed by Ajzen (1991) moderated by gender variable to

investigate how subjective norms, attitudes and perceived behavioural control influence

Spanish university students’ entrepreneurial intentions. The empirical results show that

students’ attitudes towards creating a new firm and perceived behavioural control indeed exert

positive influences on entrepreneurial intentions. These results are consistent with those

yielded by previous studies and jointly explain 72% and 77% of the variation in intentions in

men and woman respectively, which is more than the typical in previous studies. On the other
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hand, subjective norms, values transmitted by “reference people”, do not seem to influence

entrepreneurial intentions in a different way in our case. In any case, it is found to exert an

indirect effect on entrepreneurial intentions, influencing both genders by means of attitudes,

and also, only in the women’s case, perceived behavioural control. Besides and in relation to

subjective norms’ influence, it is found in the female students' case that these norms get to

explain 19% of variability towards perceived behavioural control. A possible explanation for

these results can be related to the larger influence reference groups have on women in

comparison with men. In fact, examining subjective norms from a gender perspective, the

literature on gender differences and gender roles suggests that women have higher affiliation

needs and are thus more concerned to please others and more likely to conform to majority

opinions (Morris, Venkatesh & Ackerman, 2005). Moreover, apart from this difference found on

subjective norms’ influence on women and perceived behavioural control, students' gender is

not found to exert any other moderating effect when explaining entrepreneurial intentions.

These results could be indicating that old stereotypes that portray entrepreneurial and self-

employment career choice intentions as a male-oriented domain may be disappearing, except

for the larger influence of the perceived social pressure women feel.

To sum up, our research findings make some theoretical contributions to the literature on

entrepreneurial intentions. 

4.2. Implications

The findings of this study have several implications. Since the decision to become an

entrepreneur may be plausibly considered as voluntary and conscious, it seems reasonable to

analyse how that decision is taken. The results will allow the designing of more effective

education initiatives (Liñán et al., 2011) and policies (Liñán & Chen, 2009).

According to Ribeiro (2004) education and training have a positive impact on the accumulation

of knowledge that is needed for entrepreneurship. Education can influence young people’s

attitudes and aspirations towards entrepreneurship, Besides, some studies find that

participation in programmes that motivate business creation substantially increases the

perception of the viability of a business start-up (Sánchez-Escobedo et al., 2011).

Our research confirms that in women, subjective norms is a previous element helping to

determine perceived behavioural control. In that sense, it can be important for improving

economic growth to encourage that group of individuals that are under represented in the

entrepreneurial population by the promotion of an entrepreneurially friendly culture (Liñán &

Chen, 2009; Verheul et al., 2012).
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4.3. Limitations and further research

This study contains some limitations that offer opportunities for further research. First, our

focus has been on intentions rather than on actual start-up decisions, and the use of intentions

as a dependent variable is affected by the difference between what is anticipated or desirable

and what actually entails real behaviour. Another limitation comes from the fact that other

control variables such as self-efficacy, professional experience, educational level, role models,

etc. have not been used.

As future research lines, it would be desirable to conduct a comparative study among several

geographical areas within the same country or even a number of countries. Also, if there exist

suitable scales in order to be able to analyse the subjective norms (friends, etc.) with less

influence on people with a strong locus of control than on those with strong action, the

measurement of the respondents’ locus of control could be included within the research (Ajzen,

2002).
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Appendix A: Entrepreneurial Intentions Questionnaire 

(Liñán and Chen, 2009; Liñán et al., 2011)

Entrepreneurial intentions (EIN): 

Q4. I am ready to do anything to be an entrepreneur.

Q6. I will make every effort to start and run my own business.

Q9. I have serious doubts about ever starting my own business. 

Q13. I am determined to create a business venture in the future. 

Q17. My professional goal is to be an entrepreneur. 

Q19. I have a very low intention of ever starting a business. 

Attitude towards behaviour (ATT): 

Q2. A career as an entrepreneur is totally unattractive to me. 

Q15. Being an entrepreneur would give me great satisfaction. 

Q10. If I had the opportunity and resources, I would love to start a business.

Q12. Amongst various options, I would rather be anything but an entrepreneur.

Q18. Being an entrepreneur implies more advantages than disadvantages to me. 

Perceived behavioural control (PBC):

Q7. I am able to control the creation process of a new business.

Q1. Starting a firm and keeping it viable would be easy for me.

Q5. I believe I would be completely unable to start a business.

Q14. If I tried to start a business, I would have a high chance of being successful. 

Q16. It would be very difficult for me to develop a business idea.

Q20. I know all about the practical details needed to start a business. 
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Subjective norm (SN): 

Q3. My friends would approve of my decision to start a business. 

Q8. My immediate family would approve of my decision to start a business. 

Q11. My colleagues would approve of my decision to start a business. 
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